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W

e all know what water is, don’t we? It’s that stuff
that pours out of our taps, falls out of the sky,
runs down our rivers, crashes onto our shores; that makes
things wet, that comes as ice, liquid and vapour. Many
people know its chemical formula: it’s H2O, isn’t it, made
from hydrogen, the lightest and most abundant element
in the universe; and oxygen, the stuff we breath? But fewer
people are aware that water can also be H3O2; that in this
form water can absorb radiant electromagnetic energy
from the sun much like plants do in the first stages of
photosynthesis. Without water there would be no life, but
water is intertwined with life in such intimate ways that
some scientists see it as having a ‘living nature’.
We all know about whales (although fewer of us have
had the amazing experience of encountering one). We
know them as huge, mysterious and charismatic beings
who traverse the oceans. We have learned to lament that
human deprecations have catastrophically reduced their
numbers, we may have joined Greenpeace campaigns
to Stop the Bloody Whaling. But fewer of us know that
whales play a part in the mixing of the ocean layers. As
they feed at depth and defecate on the surface they bring
up iron and other nutrients that nourish the krill in
the surface waters. The krill also absorb carbon dioxide
which, when they die and drop to the bottom of the
ocean, becomes locked up in deposits of chalk and other
limestones. Research shows that the whales transport
quantities of iron that are significant on a planetary scale.
In diminishing the population of whales we have not
only caused devastating harm to the community of life;
we have disrupted a ‘biological pump’ that contributes to
climate stability.
Glenn Edney is an ocean ecologist who has spent
much of his professional life sailing the Pacific Ocean in
his catamaran, creating an eco-tourist business that is also
an excuse for him to study the ocean intimately. I know
him slightly, having met him when he was part of the MSc
in Holistic Science at Schumacher College in Devon. He
is both deeply informed and passionately engaged with
the oceans, as close to an ‘ocean being’ as a human may
become. The book is full of stories of extraordinarily
close encounters with creatures such as octopuses and
whales. He clearly articulates how these ocean creatures
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are sentient and how they communicate in ways that we
are only just beginning to understand.
He also knows his science, and in this book he shows
us how the ocean is alive: not just as an environment for
living things, but as a living being in itself, ‘an evolutionary
synthesis of water and life’ that is itself ‘life in motion’,
that is permeated with collective mind. Ocean water is
intimately involved in the life process of living things; and
conversely without living things all water on Earth would
literally have evaporated into space and the planet would
be as desiccated and lifeless as Venus. Edney is providing
us with an important articulation of Gaian and holistic
science in the tradition of James Lovelock. This view
of the world as a living whole was ridiculed when first
mooted in the 1960s; but now, more often under the less
poetic name of ‘Earth Systems Science’, is the foundation
of our understanding of creatures, their ecologies and the
planetary context that holds them, most significantly its
climate and its ocean.
The Gaian view brings together rigorous science
and poetic sensibility to show how the Earth and her
life together form one living being – ‘one grand organic
whole’, in the words of Alfred Russel Wallace, cofounder with Darwin of the evolutionary view of life.
This is extraordinarily difficult to write about well, as
EarthLine’s readers and writers will know. The science
is full of words unfamiliar to many – such as eukaryotic,
thermohaline, autopeoisis; it describes complex relationships
between systems we humans cannot experience directly,
such as the long-term carbon cycle. And the poetic or
literary description needs a sure and original hand with
language and metaphor. Edney works hard, drawing on
accounts of experience in the ocean, both on the surface
and underwater, to introduce Gaian concepts; and by
using an animate language, capitalising Ocean and using
the feminine pronoun. But at times his writing is both
romantic and anthropomorphic: phrases such as ‘The
Ocean’s surface water gladly received the gifts of oxygen
exhaled directly from … the beings near her surface’
imply an intentionality that even a sentient ocean cannot
possess. As a result, I found the book read awkwardly in
places, particularly in the early chapters. This is a shame,
because his grasp of the Ocean as a living being is powerful.
I am glad to say that as my reading progressed I found the
writing more engaging.
Despite this occasional awkwardness, as a whole,
this book makes an important contribution to our
understanding of the planet of which we are a part. And
literary criticism pales into insignificance in the face the
questions Edney asks in the last section: is the living
ocean is actually dying? What, he asks, becomes of the
Ocean’s living essence, her sentience, intelligence and
interconnectedness when the creatures disappear? His
final words must ring in our ears: The Ocean is the ‘cradle
of our existence … if we are to survive and thrive we must

find our place within her living processes’.
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